1. **Activation Area (22.5 sq.km) in Dholera Special Investment Region (DSIR), Gujarat:**

- Preliminary Engineering works for various trunk infrastructure components is complete;
- Programme Managers have been appointed for undertaking the implementation related activities by coordinating all the downstream activities;
- SPV by the name of “Dholera Industrial City Development Limited” has been incorporated. State Govt. has transferred 1706.13 Ha to the SPV and matching equity has also been released by the DMIC Trust amounting to Rs. 983.5 Crore;
- Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) had approved the tender packages for various trunk infrastructure components for Activation Area of Dholera for Rs. 2784.83 Crore divided into five packages, the individual status is indicated as under:
  - EPC for Roads and Services Contract awarded. M/s L&T is the selected bidder. Work initiated on ground;
  - EPC for ABCD Building Contract awarded. M/s Cube Construction Engineering Ltd. is the selected bidder. Work initiated on ground;
  - EPC for Water Treatment Plant (WTP) Contract awarded. M/s SPML is the selected bidder. Designs work initiated;
  - EPC for Sewage Treatment Plant (STP) Contract awarded. M/s L&T is the selected bidder. Designs work initiated;
  - EPC tender for Central Effluent Treatment Plant (CETP) has been issued and bids received are under evaluation;
- Transaction Advisors have been appointed for Greenfield International Airport at Dholera;
- DPR for MRTS Project has been approved by the State Govt. and the project has been included in the JICA Special Rolling Plan for DMIC Project. NHAI has appointed the consultant for DPR preparation for Expressway Project;
• For Railway Line between Bhimnath and Dholera, Final Location Survey is being finalized by Ministry of Railways.
• Land allotment policy finalized and land is ready for allotment.

2. **Phase 1 (8.39 sq.km) ShendraBidkin Industrial Area:**

• Preliminary Engineering works for Phase-1 of SBIA (8.39 sq. kms) has been completed;
• Programme Managers have been appointed for undertaking the implementation related activities by coordinating all the downstream activities;
• Node/City level SPV by the name “Aurangabad Industrial Township Limited” has been incorporated. State Govt. has transferred 8.39 sqkms to the SPV and the matching equity has also been released by the DMIC Trust amounting to Rs. 602.80 Crore;
• Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) had approved the tender packages for various trunk infrastructure components for Shendra Industrial Area for Rs. 1533.45 Crore divided into five packages, the individual status is indicates as under:
  - EPC for Roads, Drains, Culverts, Water Supply, Sewerage and Power systems awarded. M/s ShapoorjiPallonji is the selected bidder. Work initiated on ground;
  - EPC for construction of Road over Bridges awarded. M/s Patil Construction and Infrastructure Ltd is the selected bidder. Work initiated on ground;
  - EPC for District Administration Building. M/s ShapoorjiPalloni is the selected bidder. Work initiated on ground;
  - Other packages of landscaping and Sewerage Treatment Plant (STP), Common Effluent Treatment Plant (CETP) & Solid Waste Management will be issued in a phased manner;
• Tender documents for selection of Master System Integrator (MSI) for implementation of various smart city components have been issued;
• Land allotment policy finalized and 24 industrial plots have been allotted majorly to Small and Medium Enterprises.
• Project developmental activities for Bidkin are being taken forward and trunk infrastructure packages worth INR 6414.21 Crore have been approved
by DMIC Trust and subsequently by Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA);

• The tender documents for selection of EPC contractor for phase-1 i.e. 10 sq. kms for roads and underground utilities/services have been issued;
• Other packages will be issued in a phased manner.

3. Integrated Industrial Township ‘VikramUdyogpuri’ Project, Ujjain, Madhya Pradesh:

• Preliminary engineering activities have been completed and SPV by the name of “VikramUdyogpuri Limited” has been incorporated;
• Land admeasuring 1100 acres has been transferred to the project SPV and the matching equity amounting to Rs. 55.93 Crore has also been released by the DMIC Trust;
• Program Management Consultants has also been appointed to supervise the construction related activities;
• M/s SPML has been appointed as the EPC Contractor for undertaking the implementation of various trunk infrastructure components. Work initiated on ground;
• Land allotment policy finalized and land is ready for allotment.

4. Integrated Industrial Township Project, Greater Noida, Uttar Pradesh:

• Preliminary engineering activities have been completed and SPV by the name of “Integrated Industrial Township Greater Noida Limited” has been incorporated;
• Land admeasuring 747.5 acres has been transferred to the Project SPV and the matching equity amounting to Rs. 617.20 Crore has also been released by the DMIC Trust;
• M/s Shapporji has been appointed as the EPC Contractor for undertaking the implementation of various trunk infrastructure components. Work initiated on ground;
• Land allotment policy finalized and process of land allotment has been initiated.
5. **Multi Modal Logistics Hub and Multi Modal Transport Hub, Dadri in Uttar Pradesh:**

- The consultants have been appointed for preparation of Detailed Project Report (DPR);
- Discussions held with DFCCIL for providing connectivity to the site from Western and Eastern DFC;
- State Govt. is in the process of acquiring land for the project.

6. **MRTS between Ahmedabad and Dholera, Gujarat:**

- DPR prepared and approved by the State Govt.;
- Project has been included in JICA Rolling Plan for DMIC Project;
- NHAI has appointed the consultant for DPR preparation for Expressway Project between Ahmedabad and Dholera.

7. **Bhimnath-Dholera Rail line Project:**

- Ministry of Railways has been appointed by DMICDC for preparation of Detailed Project Report (DPR) from Bhimnath to Dholera;
- Final Location Survey (FLS) is being finalized by Ministry of Railways.

8. **Dholera International Airport in Gujarat:**

- ‘In-principle’ approval has been accorded for Dholera International Airport by the Ministry of Civil Aviation;
- Consortium of M/s PwC has been appointed as the Transaction Advisor.

9. **Multi Modal Logistic Park (MMLP) at Sanand, Gujarat:**

- Project consultants have been appointed for preparing the Techno-Economic Feasibility Study (TEFS);
- Project consultants are taking the project development activities forward in coordination with State Govt.
10. Khushkhera Bhiwadi Neemrana Investment Region, Rajasthan:

- Master plan has been notified;
- Land acquisition process initiated by State Government for about 1425.36 ha;
- Special Investment Region Act has been notified by State Government for enabling execution of SHA & SSA;

11. Aerotropolis project, Kushkhera Bhiwadi Neemrana Investment Region, Rajasthan:

- Site Clearance accorded by MoCA;
- The process for preparation of Detailed Project Report (DPR) has been initiated by DMICDC through Airport Authority of India (AAI) and the same is expected to be complete by June, 2017.

12. MRTS between Gurgaon and Bawal, Haryana:

- State Government has approved the Final DPR;
- Project SPV has been incorporated between DMIC Trust and State Govt. of Haryana;
- State Government has initiated the process of land acquisition and land till Panchgaon Chowk is in possession of the State Govt.

13. Global City Project in Haryana:

- The Project SPV has been incorporated between DMIC Trust and State Govt. of Haryana;
- The Master Plan has been completed and ‘In-principle’ approval has been accorded by the State Govt.;
- State Govt. has also been requested to accord the final approval on the final Master Plan and transfer the land to the SPV;
- Tender documents for selection of preliminary engineering consultants for roads and services/utilities have been issued.
14. Integrated Multi Modal Logistics Hub at Nangal Chaudhary, Haryana:

- Land admeasuring 1000 acres has been identified at villages Talot, Ghatasher and Bashirpur, Tehsil Narnaul, District Mahendergarh for the project;
- The project SPV has been incorporated between DMIC Trust and State Govt. of Haryana;
- The consortium led by M/s RITES has been appointed for preparation of the techno-economic feasibility study and master planning for the project;
- State Govt. has initiated the process of land acquisition.

15. Integrated Exhibition cum Convention Centre (ECC) at Dwarka, Delhi:

- Cabinet has accorded its approval and Project Steering Committee has been constituted to steer the project;
- Possession of land has been taken by DIPP;
- M/s AECOM have been appointed as Program Management Consultants to take the various project developmental activities forward;
- DMRC has submitted the Detailed Project Report (DPR) for providing direct metro connectivity to the project site;
- Architectural and Engineering Consultants have been appointed;
- Various project development activities are being taken forward in consultation with stakeholders like Delhi Development Authority (DDA), Airport Authority of India (AAI), Delhi Jal Board (DJB) etc;
- The progress of the project was discussed during the 2nd Project Steering Committee Meeting held on 16th December, 2016 and 2nd Meting of Committee of Secretaries (CoS) held on 17th February, 2017.

16. Model Solar Project, Neemrana, Rajasthan:

- SPV by the name of “DMICDC Neemrana Solar Power Limited” has been incorporated and equity has been released to the project SPV;
- The project for 5MW has been commissioned as grid synchronization of 5MW Solar power plant is complete & power feeding to grid has commenced since 24th July, 2015. Commissioning Certificate has been issued by NTPC VidyutVyapar Nigam Ltd. (NVVN) on 3rd September, 2015.
• PPA between M/s Mikuni India Pvt. Ltd., a Japanese company and M/s DMICDC NSPCL for 1MW has been executed;
• Project implementation activities are being taken forward for 1MW Solar PV plant integrated with DG & Micro Grid.

17. Logistic Data Bank, DMIC Region:

• LDB System will provide near real time visibility of the container position and custodian. This system will also provide comparative performance metrics for all Logistics Container Operators and help users take informed decisions;
• The Shareholders’ Agreement has been executed and project SPV by the name of “DMICDC Logistics Data Services” has been incorporated;
• Port Operator Agreement has also been executed with JNPT Port on 17th February, 2016;
• Operations have been initiated at JNPT Port with effect from 1st July, 2016;
• More than 20,00,000 containers have been tagged/de-tagged till 28th February, 2017.